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Israeli Protesters Demand Hostage Deal and New
Elections

AP Images
Protests in Tel Aviv

Israeli protesters have organized
demonstrations across the country today in
opposition to Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s government. The protesters are
demanding a new election, and a deal to
secure the release of Israeli hostages being
held in Gaza.

The protesters have blocked the Ayalon
highway in Tel Aviv, displaying banners with
the message “All eyes on Netanyahu,” and
burning a cage to block traffic. Also blocking
traffic in Tel Aviv are groups of Haredi
protesters organizing demonstrations in
opposition to the recent Israeli Supreme
Court ruling requiring ultra-Orthodox be
subject to military conscription.

⚡️ Dozens of Haredi settlers protest and block a street between #Jerusalem and Tel Aviv in
protest against conscription law. pic.twitter.com/BFWed9eoRB

— Middle East Observer (@ME_Observer_) June 27, 2024

The protesters claim Netanyahu has failed the hostages, stating, “The Prime Minister has abandoned
the hostages, willing to let them remain in Gaza as long as he remains in power…. Only a
comprehensive deal that brings back all the hostages and ends the conflict in Gaza can save the
country.”

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2024-06-27/ty-article/.premium/israelis-plan-countrywide-rallies-calling-for-hostage-deal-immediate-election/00000190-5762-def3-a5b6-df6749220000
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2024-06-27/ty-article/.premium/israelis-plan-countrywide-rallies-calling-for-hostage-deal-immediate-election/00000190-5762-def3-a5b6-df6749220000
https://thenewamerican.com/news/israeli-supreme-court-ultra-orthodox-men-subject-to-military-draft/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/news/israeli-supreme-court-ultra-orthodox-men-subject-to-military-draft/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/news/israeli-supreme-court-ultra-orthodox-men-subject-to-military-draft/?utm_source=_pdf
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Jerusalem?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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